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Presentation Notes
Actionable Intelligence Demands Action to Address Business Risk Presented at the St. Louis CMG day on July 17,2018A conversation that explores the investigation mission you SHOULD be on as a capacity manager or performance manager, and shows tools and techniques to leverage senior level authority to drive ACTION. Every investigation should result in some documented action. Every investigation should be focused on business risk, stated as business risk, and addressed as business risk.



Agenda

Change the way you think about doing capacity management and 
performance management. 

• Brief introduction
• Our “Job”
• Action based on Compliance to Policy or Standard (or Make one)
• Business Risk (all that really matters)
• Solution and Examples
• Call to action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our agenda to day is to:Change the way you think about doing capacity management and performance management.  In order to do that we willGive a brief introduction, then suggest what our job is.  Suggest that action be based on compliance to policy or standard to address business risk (which is all that really matters)There will be some solution examples, then a call to action.Buckle up, because the ride has started…



Introduction to Ben Davies
And Movìri 
• I am Ben, and I am a capacity planner  (Hi Ben)
• I used these tools and techniques as a IT security / audit guy, process 

improvement guy, and capacity guy over the last 20 or so years.

• Movìri is a global IT consultancy with multiple offices in the US and around 
the globe

• More than 150 engineers world wide
• Developers of Caplan,  Later to become BMC Capacity Optimization
• Movìri has several lines of business  Testing & Optimization, Monitoring. 

Operations and Cloud, Security, Analytics, and Capacity Management
• We can help you do this



Our job is NOT to 
collect, analyze and interpret. 

Our job is to take action, and we 
collect, analyze and interpret 

to determine what action is required.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Actionable intelligence demands action to address business risk.  That is our thesis for this presentation. Capacity managers and performance managers are collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data, but do we take action on our insights??  Our suggestion today is that we absolutely do need to take action, we are compelled to take action.  For our job is NOT to collect, analyze and interpret. Our job is to take action, and we collect, analyze and interpret to determine what action is required. While this may be a shift in perspective, it is an empowering shift.  And the typical corporate organizational bureaucracy give us the power.



Action is based on compliance
to a policy or standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Action is based on compliance to a policy or standard .  For example, capacity and performance metrics are collected, analyzed and interpreted, to determine which devices and systems are out of compliance for business capacity and business performance requirements.  While we don’t normally look at in this way, we should .



If you don’t have a 
policy or standard to reference, 

you should not be looking at the metric.
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Presentation Notes
If you don’t have a policy or standard to reference, you should not be looking at the metric. However, your action then should then be to make a new policy or standard so that you have something to compare the metrics against. We can discuss strategies for making these policy / standards in a bit, but for the moment lets imagine we have policy / standards in place to enforce.



Windows storage looking for C:\
Min < 51% (underused) 

OR
Max > 95% (overused)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Windows Storage example. We look at Windows Storage looking for C:\ mount points that are 51% or less (under used) OR 95% or greater (over used).  We do this because we have a policy / standard that states those requirements.You are probably saying, “We do that now.  Nothing is changed.”   Well the difference in this case is one of motivation.  Are you currently doing these reviews because you know it is the right thing to do, OR because you have a policy or standard you are enforcing?  When you find a violation, what do you do about it?  And what reason do you state for causing action? ===Notice min and max.   See the presentation about “The Road to Hell is Paved With Average”  subtitle “The road to actionable intelligence is paved with min, max, 95th percentile and average”We should be clear if this is a minimum (or maximum) hourly average, or minimum daily average or exactly what.   It is ‘probably not’ minimum reading ever seen as the monitoring tools ‘probably’ only report average reading over some period



Application Response Time
Transactions Per Second

What action?  Who's authority?

What about high CPU?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about this performance example-   Do you look at application response time, transactions per second or other performance metrics? What do you compare them against?  What action do you take when the application seems ‘slow’?  Who’s authority do you cite?  What do you do when the response time is ‘acceptable’ but CPU is ‘high’? For this point of audit, look only at the performance metrics, also known as Non Functional Requirements (NFR).  If they are ‘within specifications’ it does not matter what CPU utilization is.There may be another policy or standard that defines minimum and maximum CPU utilization, but only look for that when auditing that policy or standard.In either example, what do you do when there is not a violation? We submit that an action should be taken, and that action is to document that we looked and found no violation.



Primary Goal:
Enforces Policy and Standards

demonstrates someone is enforcing policy

Secondary Goal:
Puts IT issues in business language

Provides the authority to ‘fix it’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This accomplishes several primary goals.  Enforces policy and standards and it demonstrates that ‘someone is watching’, which may (should) satisfy a corporate audit point.Secondary goal: It also puts ‘IT issues’ in business language, and provides the authority to ‘fix it’.  The business cares not one whit that CPU is at 93%.  Business does care that there is a non compliant situation within their sphere of responsibility. This is a business risk.  Business risk is something business understands and is equipped to deal with. This is an important slide.   This is the big take away from this conversation. 



Diversion into Business Risk

What does the business do with a business risk? 
Options are:

• Do nothing and take the (increased) risk of being out 
of compliance

• Change the standard, based on an understanding of 
the risks for the new standard.

• Become compliant to the existing standard.

Risk strategies - Avoid, transfer, mitigate (monitor, 
control, contain, prevent), accept.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does the business do with a business risk? Options are:	Do nothing and take the risk of being out of compliance	Change the standard, based on an understanding of the risks for the new standard.	Become compliant to the existing standard.Risk strategies - Avoid, transfer, mitigate (monitor, control, contain, prevent), accept. The ‘Do Nothing’ option should be based on a cost benefit risk analysis of all other options. The cost of doing nothing, while not optimal, MAY be the most correct choice.  But doing the analysis will occasionally point to costs (and risks) that compel action. Or may be a condition that will correct itself, shortly. The do nothing option is essentially to temporally accept the risk and likely attempt to mitigate with monitor / contain / control.The change the standard option should be based on this particular case vs the standard.  Maybe the standard is too broad, maybe our condition is a normal exception that should be incorporated into the policy / standard.  Exceptional exceptions should not be handled in a policy / standard but rather with an exception process (implies executive sign off).  A waiver of sorts.  Be careful not to waiver too much.The ‘become compliant’ option should be based on a cost benefit risk analysis.  The more mature the environment, more often this is taken.In reverse orderBecome compliant may mean to add resource, un burden the resource, re allocate resources.  So, if you find response time is slow, because of a memory constraint, then investigate what else is using memory (potentially stopping a process), or how the memory us used (potentially recoding a routine), adding memory (either to the existing device or by adding another device). Or some combination. Each has a cost and a risk, in addition to the risk of the non-compliant condition.This may lead to the determination that the policy / standard can be changed (refined) such that this condition is no longer non-compliant. Such as a high CPU rule that has an exception for AIX devices that do fine with high CPU conditions.Or, again based on cost vs benefit vs risk, maybe nothing is done, and the risk is addressed with a mitigation strategy (Avoid, transfer, mitigate (monitor, control, contain, prevent), accept.) For the record, this whole exercise is a risk assessment.  



Action based on compliance to 
policy,  standard, business requirement

Why?

To adopt the authority of the 
policy, standard, or business requirement.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 So, coming back to our examples. In each case we took action after each investigation citing the ‘business requirements policy / standard’. Specifically notifying the application owner upon finding the non-compliant condition (even if to note that there was not a non-compliant condition) and expected the application owner or equipment owner to take corrective action (or be happy with their compliant state) So why concentrate on ‘business requirements policy / standard’?  Because we adopt the authority of that business requirement policy / standard.  When you were ‘just pointing out high CPU’ you had only your professional opinion authority.   Noting ‘business requirements policy / standard’ gives you the authority of the business requirement policy / standard.



Find or Make the 
Policy or Standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what do you do with this when you get back to the office??Find the policy / standard (or make one).  Normally this would be under the authority of the application executive sponsor (a Senior VP), and is in the non functional requirements section of the application definition document.  If you can not find the document, you should make one with the help of the application owner and application manager.   Your compliance observations will likely be sent to the application manager (functional proxy for the application owner) such that they can manage the situation (with the programmers, equipment owners, and other stake holders). There may be infrastructure design documents that state these policy / standards.  There are likely authorities in the Articles of Incorporation that gives Responsibility and Authority to the CEO who delegates to the CIO who delegates to the Directors etc.  This will help you find the proper level of authority to ask for a more detailed set of policy / standards  for you to enforce. So what would this look like….



CIO Policy 12345  Dated 20170101 

The Office of the CIO, under authority granted by the Board of Directors prescribes 
the following Information Systems Standards:
1.001 Response time for Production interactive applications will maintain an 
average sub 2,000 millisecond (2 second) response time for login and basic function 
as measured from just inside internet connections.  95% of measured response 
times shall be less than 3250 milliseconds as measured from various continental US 
testing points using common customer internet connections.
1.002 Response time for internal interactive applications will maintain a sub 2500 
millisecond response time for login and basic functions, on the corporate network 
and no more than 3500 millisecond response time for login and basic functions.
…
25.001 Information Technology directors will develop and maintain standards for 
approved Operating systems, programs, utilities, scripts etc., such as approved 
versions, configurations, use cases, user groups and utilizations of resources.

Presenter
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CIO PolicyHere is an example of a policy.  Policy is a very serious business for the business, so getting the Office of the CIO to make one will not be a trivial task.  However, you NEED a policy to enforce.  There is likely a directive that impowers the CIO to create and direct the directors under his supervision.  You may use the directive or the letters of authority for the directors to establish the policy you need.In this example, there is a policy on Production interactive applications,  internal interactive application and they may or likely do not have the same requirements.  I like the paragraphs numbered so you can zero in on the exact audit point in your investigation and documentation.Note on millisecond policy (and standard).  Use an appropriately small base measure.   If the standard was two seconds, a violation of 0.1 seconds seems small.  But a violation of 100 milliseconds seems larger, even though the violation is the same.  The precision implied by the smaller measurement units helps remove some bias of saying 2.1 seconds is ‘close enough’, where 2100 milliseconds is one hundred units above the limit and not ‘close enough’.Precision varies as a function of standard size.===See Just Noticeable DifferencePrecision and Bias - https://www.astm.org/COMMIT/D07PrecisonBias2.pdf



An example of a Standard

Under authority granted by of the Office of the CIO, the Director of Servers hereby 
establishes baseline standards for computer systems.
33.001 Storage mount point utilization

.001  \ root directory shall be a separate mount point and shall be protected from 
becoming 95% fill

.002  \usr  and other user type mount points shall not be separated as their own 
mount point. These directories can be monitored for size, which must be minimal.  Servers 
shall not be used for user activity.

.003  \usr and other user type mounts on devices that are intended to include a 
number of users shall have a separate directory and space but shall maintain 50% 
utilization or greater

.004  \core and other core dump directors shall be 75% or greater (not to exceed 
200%) of installed physical RAM.  These directories shall be monitored for use and kept 
clear.  Core dumps should be set aside or deleted to allow for further core dumps.

.100  Windows C:\ mount points shall be greater than 50% used and less than 90% 
used.  This space should be stable as other mount points should be used for volatile disk 
writes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the record here is a standard example.  It may be just a list.   Our C drive audit point is the last on the slide.     There are many others listed, so feel free to download the deck.



Now for a Compliance Investigation

Pick a standard to monitor / investigate.  

The ‘production application 2000 millisecond standard’ for logins let’s 
say.  There is an expectation that there is instrumentation to directly 
monitor the response time as described in the standard.  
When you find that there is a violation, you should investigate where 
the bulk of the delay is such that you can make a recommendation.  
The resulting note to the application manager could look like this…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have the policy / standard, pick one point to audit.The ‘production application 2000 millisecond standard’ for logins let’s say.  There is an expectation that there is instrumentation to directly monitor the response time as described in the standard.  When you find that there is a violation, you should investigate where the bulk of the delay is such that you can make a recommendation.  The resulting note to the application manager could look like this…



Compliance Note/ Nasty Gram/ Do Better Letter

Mr. or Ms. Application Manager,
Subject: Appxxxx policy variation
Performance ticket #3-1415 has been opened on your behalf to address this 
observation.
A routine review of your application shows that login and basic function does not 
deliver response times in line with CIO Policy 12345 § 1.001   Dated 20170101
Our preliminary investigation suggested that the link from backend server 
AppXXX78 to DB901 incurred the most delay.  Your prompt attention is appreciated.   
We are here to help in any way we can. 

VR.
Splunk  index=responseLog  appxxx responseTime| where responseTime>2000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we have here is a compliance note or nasty gram or do better letter.   The idea is that you can change tone and tenner to match the seriousness of the observation (we don’t use the word “finding” as that has a very specific understanding to our managers and senior management.  It is a trigger word used by auditors).I recommend that you open the ‘issue’ as some sort of ticket and leverage the standards and practices of that system.  You cannot normally ‘just close’ an issue, so let the existing system handle irresponsible tick closing.  Also open it as the app owner to the tech team.   YOU  do not wish to be in the middle of it.  Your job is to discover, and observe.  It is up to the app owner to maintain / gain compliance with a standard.At the end include some bread crumbs on how you observed whatever condition you found.   When you get ‘called out’  this should be all you need to establish what you looked at.  Feel free to include the query result to the extent that it shows the observed condition.Your experienced customers will then be able to check your work and have a way to check their own progress.



And if no Violations??

Monitoring Manager,
Performance ticket #31416 has been opened and closed documenting 
this review.  No action is needed on your part.
A routine review for compliance with CIO Policy 12345 § 1.001.    Dated 
20170101 Public application response time, was conducted today.  
No material noncompliance conditions were observed, for the period 
under review.
VR.
Splunk  index=responseLog  appxxx responseTime | where 
responseTime>2000

Presenter
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So what happens when your investigate and find no violations??  There is still an overt action like this note to the monitoring manager (essentially our boss).  This documents the effort and establishes for external audit, that you do in fact review compliance to policy and standards.



I maintained this with
Paper Scrips

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 I maintained this with paper scripts.  Once the paper scripts are matured and the ‘routine’ violations have been addressed, you should change tactics,  and use automatic monitoring with alerts.   Automatic alerts are not helpful when there is ‘nothing to be done’ to make them stop.   You wish to wait on automatic alerts until any alerts are truly actionable, which means most of your environment is compliant or well controlled, which also implies the policy / standards have matured to actually be useful to control the environment.This introduces the idea of exceptional exception.  Vs.  Normal and normal exception.



A word about exception conditions

Normal
Normal Exception

Exceptional Exception

This is a very helpful concept not just in this context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 A word about exception conditions.Any audit will find, according to me one, of these three conditions.   Normal – meaning completely within the policyNormal Exception – out of technical compliance with the policy but is a transient condition.   Your level of authority  determines your ability to decide a responseExceptional Exception – a true exception, out of compliance with the policyWrite your policy to account for normal and normal exceptions.   Exceptional exceptions should be very rare and reported to a higher authority for resolution.This is a very helpful concept generally, not just in this context===Levels of Authority - 0 - Do Exactly what is asked following detailed instructions. Stop and get guidance for any variation.1 - Look into the situation. Get all the facts and report them.2 - Identify the problem. Determine alternative solutions and the pulses and minuses of each. Recommend one for approval.3 - Examine the issues. Report what you intend to do, but don't take action until you check in.4 - Solve the problem.  Let me know what you intend to do, then do it unless overruled.5 - Take action on this matter, and report what you did.6 - Take action. No further contact is necessary.7 - Delegate with appropriate controls.http://www.informit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=1675546&seqNum=3http://crestcomleadership.com/2016/09/01/7-steps-to-effective-problem-solving/



Call To Action
Find or make policy / standards

Audit against the policy / standard

Take action – using the authority of the policy / 
standard

Run with paper script until ‘well controlled’ 
then automate

Presenter
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A Call To actionStrive for a complete, to the degree that is useful, set of policy / standards.have business policy / standards drive what you look for, and look only to validate the policy / standard.   Audit against those policy / standards, and EVERYTIME you run an audit, Take Action.  When you find an out of compliant condition, you use the authority of the standard to compel action by others.  Use business policy / standards, phrased as out of compliance with those standards, which the business is equipped to deal with.  (A reminder that low disk or high CPU are not conditions the business cares about, however, out of compliance is something they are equipped to deal with.) Run your audits with paper scrips until the audit condition is ‘well controlled’, then do the compliance check automatically.   Actionable intelligence demands ACTION to address Business Risk.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We hope that you now see this in a different light.



Can’t think about anything now? Send an email! 

• QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

ben.davies@moviri.com
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